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INTRODUCTION
For too long the responsibility for protecting consumers has been fragmented
among various federal regulators whose primary focus was the safety and soundness of
the banking system. Consumer protection often went neglected, if anything, an
afterthought or a box to check. Federal regulators’ failure to restrain abuses that led to
today’s credit crisis demonstrates the need for a single agency focused on protecting
consumers to ensure financial institutions flourish in a sustainable way. To succeed in
protecting consumers, this agency must have the complete set of tools necessary, which
are now spread across different agencies. This agency will need: the power to write rules,
the ability to examine all financial institutions to ensure they are complying with the
rules, and the power to enforce the law when those rules are violated. A consolidated
single agency focused on consumer protection will also benefit financial institutions.
Financial institutions will be able to rely on a single baseline of protections for all
providers, which will eliminate regulatory arbitrage on one hand and a race to the bottom
to compete with the worst lenders on the other.
Congress is considering creating such an agency, the Consumer Financial
Products Administration (CFPA).
The Three Agencies That Failed to Protect Consumers
The failure of the bank regulators to protect consumers is a systematic problem
that has stretched over at least several decades. The fix must involve a complete overhaul
of the existing system for protecting consumers. Two of the frontline federal bank
regulators, the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) and the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency (OCC), have come to view banks as customers rather than entities to be
regulated. Regulators at these agencies, which rely on fees from the banks they charter
and regulate, have been reluctant to take actions that could cause an institution to switch
to another charter and regulator, thereby taking their fees with them. In this classic race to
the bottom, each agency has defended practices that hurt consumers. Worse, the
regulators not only failed to act, they intervened to prevent state authorities from acting to
stop such practices.
The Federal Reserve, which is the primary writer of rules to protect consumers,
has a similar record. It waited more than 14 years to implement rules Congress gave it to
address unfair and deceptive trade practices in the mortgage lending market and has
missed many opportunities to act on behalf of consumers to prevent abusive financial
practices in other areas.
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Frederic Mishkin, former Fed Board governor who recently testified before
Congress, has acknowledged that the demands of systemic regulators and those of
consumer protection regulators need to be separate to ensure that both needs are
adequately met, stating “The skills and mindset required to operate as a consumer
protection regulator is fundamentally different from those required by a systemic
regulator."1
Analysis of Banking Regulators’ Failures in Enforcing Consumer Protections
The following analysis provides examples of federal regulators' failure to enforce
existing consumer protection regulations. The results, as even a quick reading of news
headlines over the last 18 months shows, have been devastating for millions of
Americans, stripping families of hundreds of billions of dollars of wealth and, thus,
denying them the financial security necessary to send a child to college, start a small
business, or retire.
The examples below are hardly an exhaustive list. Rather, they are representative
of the regulatory lapses that have nearly broken our financial system. Though the Federal
Reserve played a major role in this grim record, we have focused on examples from the
OCC and the OTS as the two agencies that most aggressively blocked state officials from
passing and enforcing laws to protect their residents from unfair and deceptive financial
practices.
Failures on Rules and Exam Guidance
The agencies failed to enact rules and exam guidance on predatory mortgage
lending and when they did act, those rules were often too late or not enforced.
Subprime lending, and the abuses that accompanied it, began in the 1990s and
peaked from 2005-07. However, regulators were slow to act with respect to the mortgage
market despite an epidemic of weakened underwriting standards for all loans, particularly
subprime and nontraditional loans.
•

A 2005 OCC survey of credit underwriting practices found a “clear trend toward
easing of underwriting standards as banks stretch for volume and yield,” and the
agency commented that “ambitious growth goals in a highly competitive market
can create an environment that fosters imprudent credit decisions.” In fact, 28% of
the banks eased standards, leading the 2005 OCC survey to be its first survey
where examiners “reported net easing of retail underwriting standards.”2

•

Despite the 2005 survey, the agencies took an additional two years to issue
interagency guidance on underwriting or purchasing subprime loans. The
agencies issued joint guidance on underwriting nontraditional loans in late
September 2006, a full nine months after they first solicited comments on
proposed guidance on that topic.3 It is unclear to what degree the nontraditional
guidance was enforced as lax underwriting standards continued in the
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nontraditional market until the market collapse.4 While the agencies explicitly
required lenders to evaluate a borrower’s ability to repay a nontraditional loan
based on the fully indexed rate and based on a fully amortizing repayment
schedule, they did not implement similar explicit rules for subprime loans for
another 10 months, finally issuing parallel guidance on underwriting subprime
loans in July 2007.5
•

Even without the new guidance, the regulators could have used rules already in
place to at least mitigate the impact of subprime lending, but failed to act. The
agencies did issue guidance as early as 1999 on subprime lending,6 with a second
guidance in 2001 that explicitly described predatory lending as including:
“Making unaffordable loans based on the assets of the borrower rather than on the
borrower's ability to repay an obligation…”7 Despite these guidances, however,
there is little evidence of cases where the agencies prevented lenders from
devising new products that failed to evaluate the borrowers’ ability to repay the
loan.8

•

Under the OCC’s watch, national banks moved aggressively into risky “Alt-A”
low-documentation and no-documentation loans during the housing boom.9 A
2004 OCC rule prohibiting the origination of unaffordable mortgages “was vague
in design and execution, allowing lax lending to proliferate at national banks and
their mortgage lending subsidiaries through 2007,” law professor Patricia McCoy
has testified.10 Big national banks continued rolling up huge volumes of poorly
underwritten subprime loans and low- and no-documentation loans. For example,
in 2006 more than 62 percent of the first-lien home purchase mortgages made by
National City Bank and its OCC-supervised subsidiary, First Franklin Financial,
were high-priced subprime loans. As these loans began to go bad in large numbers
in 2007 and 2008, National City Corp. reported five straight quarters of net losses.
It was saved from receivership only by a “shotgun marriage” to PNC Financial
Services Group.11

•

Fourteen years ago, Congress required the Federal Reserve Board (the Board) to
prohibit mortgage lending acts and practices for all originators that are abusive,
unfair or deceptive, but the Board took no action until July 2008 — even though
borrowers, state regulators, and advocates repeatedly raised concerns about
abuses in the subprime market, and hard evidence demonstrated the destructive
results of abusive practices.12

Failures to Enforce Consumer Protection and Fair Lending Laws
The OCC and the OTS have failed, again and again, to use the regulatory and
enforcement tools available to it to rein in bad practices and irresponsible lending.
• Fair lending enforcement inaction.
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•

From 1987 to the present, the OCC brought only four formal enforcement
actions under Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1691c(a)(1)(A),
and its implementing regulation, and from 2000 to 2008, the OCC made
no referrals under ECOA to the U.S. Department of Justice of matters
involving race or national origin discrimination in mortgage lending.13

•

OCC inaction is even more troubling given the evidence of potential
discrimination among national banks. For example, studies show national
banks routinely originated a disproportionate number of subprime loans
among minority borrowers. For example, one study found that national
banks were 4.15 times more likely to make higher-cost refinance loans to
African-Americans than they were to make higher-cost loans to white
borrowers.14 In addition, two former Wells Fargo employees have signed
declarations that the bank’s sales staffers steered minorities into high-cost
subprime loans.15

•

Although the OTS has recently increased the number of ECOA referrals to
the DOJ, from 2000 to 2006 the OTS made no referrals for race or
national origin discrimination in mortgage lending. Despite the lack of
referrals, in 2002 DOJ filed a complaint alleging that Mid America Bank,
an OTS-regulated bank, engaged in a pattern or practice of redlining on
the basis of race. Among the allegations made by DOJ was that 34-branch
Mid America had never opened a full-service branch office in a census
tract with a majority African-American or majority AfricanAmerican/Hispanic population. The complaint also alleged that the bank
made nearly $6 billion in single-family residential real-estate loans
between 1996 and 2000, but that only 1% of that amount went to census
tracts with majority African American populations.16

• Consumer protection enforcement inaction.
• The OCC did not exercise its consumer protection authority to address
unfair and deceptive practices under the FTC Act for twenty-five years.17
The OCC’s first action using its power to go after banks’ unfair and
deceptive practices came only after a decade in which the target bank “had
been well known in the … industry as the poster child of abusive
consumer practices” and after the OCC was “embarrassed … into taking
action” by a California prosecutor.18
•

Between 2000 and 2008, as the mortgage market grew wildly and abusive
practices against homeowners flourished, the OCC took exactly two public
enforcement action against banks for unfair and deceptive practices in
mortgage lending – both against small Texas banks.19

•

The OCC’s enforcement record is also thin when it comes to credit cards,
bank accounts and other consumer concerns. From 1997 to 2007, the
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Federal Reserve Board reported just nine formal enforcement actions
against banks by the OCC under TILA.20 An academic researcher found
that most OCC actions regarding violations of consumer lending laws
have targeted small national banks – even though “ten large banks
accounted for four-fifths of all complaints” received by the OCC’s
Customer Assistance Group in 2004.21 The Customer Assistance Group
receives roughly 70,000 complaints and inquiries each year on consumer
issues.22 Despite the hundreds of thousands of complaints and inquiries it
fielded between 2000 and 2008, the OCC took just a dozen public
enforcement actions during this span for unfair and deceptive practices
relating to home mortgages, credit cards and other consumer loans.23
•

Ignoring servicing abuses. A Louisiana bankruptcy judge has issued a
series of rulings that Wells Fargo violated the law in a “systematic”
manner in how it handles consumers’ mortgage accounts by failing “to
notify borrowers of the assessment of fees, costs, or charges at the time
they are incurred.” She also found that Wells’ mortgage servicing
operations charged unjustifiable fees, including multiple late fees based on
a single late payment, and misapplied consumers’ monthly payments by
deducting late fees before applying payments to principal and
interest.24 While the Federal Trade Commission has recognized the abuses
present in mortgage servicing and taken enforcement actions in recent
years to crack down on such abuses by the non-bank entities it regulates,
the OCC has done little to address such abuses, even though the Louisiana
federal court rulings make it clear national banks are not immune from
such improper behavior.

•

Case study: A First Union borrower’s story. The case of Dorothy Smith,
a 67-year-old homeowner is East St. Louis, Ill., illustrates the OCC’s lack
of concern for consumers. As described in a 2007 article in the Wall
Street Journal, Ms. Smith, who was living on $540 month in government
benefits, was taken in by a home repair contractor and a mortgage broker
who landed her in a mortgage from First Union National Bank. The loan
contract required her to pay two-thirds of her income – $360 a month – for
15 years, followed by a balloon payment of more than $30,000. After
receiving Ms. Smith’s complaint about First Union, the OCC brushed her
off, saying that it couldn’t intercede in a “private party situation regarding
the interpretation or enforcement of her contract. . . . The OCC can
provide no further assistance.”25

•

Ignoring abusive preacquired account marketing programs. Numerous
national banks have taken part in abusive “preacquired account marketing
programs,” in which banks provide third-parties, such as telemarketers,
with personal information about credit card or mortgage account holders
and their accounts to use in targeted marketing for usually low-value,
high-margin add-on products. In addition, such programs potentially leave
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account holders vulnerable to unauthorized withdrawals from their
accounts by unscrupulous vendors. State attorneys general have pursued
these unfair and deceptive practices vigorously against all the participants
in these schemes, including major OCC-regulated national banks Chase,
Citi, and First USA-Bank One.26 The OCC, by contrast, not only failed to
uncover such abuses in its supervision of these entities, but affirmatively
went to court in 2001 to try to prevent states from protecting consumers
against such abuses by national banks.27
•

Weak response to bank that aided telemarketing fraud. Evidence came
to light in late 2006 as part of a Department of Justice prosecution of
telemarketing fraud that Wachovia might be facilitating the fraud by
turning a blind eye to highly questionable “remotely created checks” that
the fraudsters were depositing.28 Wachovia continued to do business with
the fraudsters despite a huge rate of charge-backs (a fraud red-flag), and
warnings by its own risk management staff (advising the bank to sever the
relationship despite the loss of a revenue-generating customer), by other
banks, and even by the Social Security Administration.29 OCC examiners
apparently did not discover Wachovia’s extensive relationships with the
fraudsters during their own investigation, but only pursued an expanded
inquiry after being informed of the extensive relationships by private
attorneys for the fraud victims and prosecutors.30 Additionally, the OCC’s
initial settlement with Wachovia provided a cumbersome and lengthy
claims process that would have left many harmed consumers without
restitution and would have allowed Wachovia to retain any unclaimed
funds. Only after lawyers for the victims, joined by three members of
Congress as amici, went to court objecting to this settlement did the OCC
amend the settlement to provide for direct restitution payments to the
victims.31

•

The OCC has repeatedly defended its thin public record of enforcement by
claiming, in essence, that it takes care of problems in the privacy of the
home. Indeed, the OCC conceives of secrecy, rather than transparency, as
a virtue of its consumer protection efforts.32 Far from providing the kind
of transparency that brings accountability, the agency’s message instead is
to tell consumers, in short: “Trust Us.”33

Aggressive Preemption of State Law and State Law Enforcement
In contrast to their lack of consumer protection and fair lending enforcement, the
OCC and OTS have been aggressive in preempting state law and preventing state
attorneys general from enforcing non-preempted state laws against national banks and
thrifts. The two agencies’ general pronouncements on preemption are well known.
Below are specific examples of how their conduct has undermined consumer protection.
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•

The OCC did more than allow National City’s aggressive expansion into risky
lending (see above), it also shielded National City from state law enforcement. At
the request of National City Mortgage, the OCC stopped a Washington State
inquiry into its mortgage practices in 2002.34 The following year the parent,
National City Bank and its subprime operating subsidiary First Franklin,
successfully sought an OCC ruling exempting national banks from state antipredatory mortgage lending laws.35 Six years later First Franklin made the OCC’s
own list of the “Worst Ten in the Worst Ten”—the originators with the largest
number of foreclosures in the metropolitan areas with the highest foreclosure
rates.36

•

Rather than enforcing the fair lending laws, the OCC has expended substantial
resources in preventing state attorneys general from enforcing state civil rights
against national banks and has consistently intervened in lawsuits on behalf of its
financial institutions rather than borrowers.37. A lending discrimination
investigation initiated in 2005 by the New York Attorney General, was still being
blocked by the OCC until this June when the Supreme Court ruled that the OCC
could no longer prevent New York from enforcing its civil rights laws.

•

As a product of the OCC’s pronouncements on preemption, a multi-year
investigation conducted by the West Virginia Attorney General into abusive credit
card practices of Capital One was stopped dead in its tracks in 2008 by the
conversion of Capital One into a national bank. A federal district judge
determined that the OCC’s regulations left him no choice but to block the
Attorney General from continuing the investigation—even if the investigation
was limited to the time before Capital One became a national bank—although he
recognized that Capital One sought “to usurp West Virginia’s power to
investigate whether national banks have violated West Virginia consumer
protection law” and that the West Virginia’s Attorney General’s “lawful
investigation was hijacked by Capital One’s conversion to a national bank.”38
The decision forced the West Virginia Attorney General to tell consumers who
had complained about Capital One that he was powerless to address their
concerns.

•

The OCC has encouraged national banks to disregard simple requests about
mortgage delinquency and modification rates from state officials seeking to
address the foreclosures crises in their jurisdictions.39 Such data is essential to
formulating solutions that keep borrowers in their homes.

Failures on Safety and Soundness Are Linked to Consumer Protection Failures
The OCC and the OTS’s desire to protect the institutions they regulate and their
reluctance to enforce rules and regulations was not limited to consumer protection. In
safety and soundness and other areas, there have been similar lapses. In some instances
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these lapses also illustrate how a more focused consumer protection agency could have
mitigated the scope of the crisis.
•

Defenders of the OCC and the OTS have argued that the banks and thrifts under
their supervision were largely victims of unforeseeable market downturns. This
argument is belied by the superior performances of banking institutions overseen
by other regulators. State-chartered thrifts and banks performed significantly
better during the crisis in terms of loan quality than OTS-supervised national
thrifts and OCC-supervised national banks, FDIC data shows. As of Sept. 30,
2008, the rate of 1-4 family residential loans from national banks that were past
due or in “nonaccrual status” was twice that of state banks; federal thrifts’ rate
was more than four times that of state thrifts.40

•

Countrywide: A three-part failure. The implosion of the nation’s largest
mortgage lender is instructive, given that three of the main federal regulators – the
OCC, the OTS and the Federal Reserve – shared responsibility for overseeing
Countrywide Financial and Countrywide Bank. Investigations by CRL and lawenforcement authorities produced compelling evidence that Countrywide targeted
borrowers for unfair and unsafe loans that have left many struggling to save their
homes.41 Under the watch of the OCC and, later, the OTS, the company boosted
its loan volume by making large numbers of poorly unwritten pay option ARM
mortgages and home equity lines of credit—loans that were approved with little
scrutiny of borrowers’ long-term ability to stay current as monthly payments
began to rise.42 A single agency with oversight over consumer protection in all of
Countrywide’s entities, including the non-federally regulated lender, would have
been much more effective in preventing harm to consumers and the market in
general.

•

Inspector general rebukes.
•

Reports by the Treasury Department’s inspector general have supported the
conclusion that the OCC did a poor job of making sure that banks
underwrote loans responsibly. ANB Financial failed in 2008 due to risky
lending, unsound underwriting and other problems; the inspector general
found that the OCC identified most of ANB’s problems in 2005, but it “took
no forceful action” until 2007, when it was too late to save the bank.43 The
inspector general found a similar pattern in the 2008 failures of FNB
Nevada and First Heritage Bank; the OCC knew about problems as early as
2002, and found additional problems in 2005, 2006 and 2007, but failed to
take timely and aggressive action to curb the affiliated institutions’ risky
practices.44

•

In 2008, the OTS presided over a flurry of unprecedented financial
meltdowns. Five thrifts with assets totaling $354 billion collapsed, led by
Washington Mutual Savings Bank, the largest banking failure in American
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history. Seven others holding assets totaling another $350 billion have been
sold or were caught up in their parent companies’ bankruptcies. The
failures of these institutions – and the harm they caused consumers – were
the fruits of years of inaction by the OTS.45 The OTS turned a blind eye as
WaMu, IndyMac Bank and other thrifts engaged in a spree of unsafe,
abusive lending.46 A series of inspector general reports have concluded that
the OTS failed to rein in reckless lending practices at the institutions it
oversaw. The reports cited serious supervisory shortcomings leading up to
the failures of Superior Bank47 in 2001, NetBank48 in 2007 and IndyMac49
and Downey Financial50 in 2008. The reports criticized the OTS for moving
too slowly to respond to obvious problems at the thrifts and for failing to
quell the institutions’ breakneck lending strategies.
•

The inspector general also found that the OTS so pliable in its supervision
that it allowed some thrifts to hide the consequences of their imprudent
business strategies by falsifying financial reports. The OTS expressly
allowed two institutions to backdate capital infusions, and took no action
against four others that did so without permission. 51

•

In 2005, a group of senior risk managers crafted a plan requiring that loan officers
document that borrowers could afford the full monthly payment on option ARMs.
A former bank official told the Washington Post that the OTS signed off on the
plan, but “never said anything” after top bank executives rejected the plan.52

•

Weak enforcement on money laundering. In another example highlighting the
OCC’s elastic style of law enforcement, Treasury’s inspector general found that
agency had failed to take aggressive action against Wells Fargo despite five years
of “numerous and recurring deficiencies” in the bank’s anti-money-laundering
controls. Top OCC officials overruled examiners who recommended tougher
action against the bank. The inspector general concluded that “OCC’s failure to
take formal enforcement action against Wells sent the wrong message to the
banking industry about OCC’s resolve to ensure that banks comply” with the
Bank Secrecy Act’s provisions against money laundering.53

CONCLUSION
The OTS and the OCC aren’t consumer protection agencies. No amount of
tinkering with their policies and procedures will change that. Their cultures, their funding
streams and their organizational structures make it inevitable that they will tend to side
with the institutions they oversee rather than with average consumers or simply focus on
issues they view as a higher priority than consumer protection. An agency with a
consumer protection mission, accountable to the public, and with the tools to succeed, is
the only way to ensure that we do not repeat the mistakes of the past.
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